The current spending for global public IT services in 2012 was more than $40 billion, but with a CAGR (compound annual growth rate) of 26.4 percent for the period of 2012–2016, it is expected to reach the $100 billion milestone in 2016.

By 2014, 60% of server workload will be virtualized.

Of all the Cloud Computing revenues, nearly 50% will come from the US alone.

The overall Cloud Computing growth rate is 5 times more than the overall IT growth rate globally.

As of 2013, nearly 40% of the CRM systems sold globally are Cloud based.

Cloud Computing has a CAGR of 43.2% (2001-2016)

Cloud Storage has a CAGR of 36.6% (2001-2016)

IaaS has an overall CAGR of 41.7% (2001-2016)

SaaS Office Suites have a CAGR of 41.7% (2012-2016)

SaaS based Digital Content Creation has a CAGR of 32.2% (2012-2016)

Interested in capitalizing on the growth of cloud computing?

Awesome Cloud Services can help you offer comprehensive cloud solutions to each of your clients.

Stop by www.AwesomeCloud.com and learn more about becoming a cloud reseller.